


The Professors Credentials  



 

 

 Energy Star Certified Inspector for Homes Version III – Priority Energy 

 

 L.E.E.D. Accredited Professional – Existing Commercial Buildings – The United States Green Building Council (USGBC) through it’s 

Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (L.E.E.D.) Program 

 

 Home Energy Rater – Residential Energy Services Network (RESNET) 

 

 Certified Residential Energy Auditor – National Conference of Building Codes and Standards 

 

 Certified American Society of Home Inspectors (ASHI) Member 

 

 Radon Measured Operator – University of Illinois 

 

 Licensed Michigan Builder 

 

 Bachelor of Science Degree – Oakland University 

Major – Physics and Mechanical Engineering. Minor – Electronics 

 

 Graduate Studies in Engineering Economics –Lawrence Institute of Technology 

 

 Certified Well & Septic Inspector – Registered Evaluator for Sewage Disposal and Water Supply Systems with the Macomb County Health 

Dept. 

 

 Disaster Inspector – Federal Emergency Management Associations (FEMA) 

 

 Refrigeration/AC Operator’s License – City of Detroit, Dept. of Bldgs. & Safety Engineering 

 

 Past Real Estate Agent 

 

 Building Engineer for Hi-Rise Buildings and Office Parks 

 

 Property Manager for over 1 million sq. ft. of commercial property 

 

 Environmental Risk Assessment – ASHI 

 Mold Assessment – Hometest and ASHI 

 Gas Furnace Inspection Techniques – ASHI 

 

 Personally performed over 10,000 pre-sale property inspections, 1,000 Macomb County Rehabilitation Inspections, 3,000 energy audits/ratings 

and 100 leak detection inspections 

 

 

 Inspecting property since 1981 

 

























Home Inspections 



 
AS A HOMEBUYER . . SHOULD I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

REQUEST AN INSPECTION??? 
 

 

Your new-found discovery appears to be the perfect house—and at a price you can afford! You love the kitchen and 

bath, you’re proud of the landscaping and the school system is right . . . but before you make what may be the 

biggest purchase of your life , spend a bit to hire an objective professional to examine the building thoroughly and 

report any expensive surprises. If your dream house needs major repairs, you  would want to know about this 

before you close the deal. 
 

-WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW CAN COST YOU PLENTY!- 
 

We have conducted over 15,000 various inspections since 1981. Richard Giltz, the Owner, has been a Building 

Engineer for commercial property, a Property Manager, an Energy Consultant and a Real Estate Agent. He has a 

Bachelor of Science Degree in Physics and Mechanical Engineering. He holds several licenses, including a 

Builder’s license, HERS Energy Rater & LEED-AP. It is important for you to realize that we are adhering to a 

strict standard of practice, established by the American Society of Home Inspectors® (ASHI®), in our inspection 

process. ASHI® is recognized as the elite home inspector organization and we are certified members. Among 

other qualifications, one must pass 7 1/2 hours of technical exams in order to become a certified member and 

ongoing education is mandatory in order to remain a member. There are less than 100 certified members in the 

State of Michigan. 
 

-PEACE OF MIND AT A LOW PRICE- 
 

CONFIDENCE in our abilities allows us to extend $5,000.00 of liability on each inspection. (ASHI® standards of 

practice are the gauge for this liability.)  Our rates are very competitive, ranging from $240.00 - $395.00 for most 

homes. We will spend 2-3 hours with  you and your home looking at the  following categories; Roofing, Structural, 

Electrical, Heating & Cooling, Plumbing, Basement, Exterior, Interior and Well & Septic inspections,.  At the end 

of the inspection you will receive documentation of priority problems, approximate repair cost for major problems 

and we will grade your home against peer homes in each of the eight categories. A detailed typed report of all 

discovered concerns, with their most likely solutions, will follow. 
 

-HERE’S HOW IT WORKS- 
 

You should make sure that a clause exists in your purchase agreement that makes your offer contingent upon a 

professional inspection. Consult with your real estate agent and/or attorney for clause details. You should make 

sure all utilities will be on, appliance pilots are lit and that access to all areas of the property is made available. 

Have the following areas cleared of storage and personal items: around the attic access(es), furnace, hot water 

tank, electrical panel and sump pump. Clients find that accompanying us is a valuable learning experience, thus 

this is strongly encouraged. 

 IN ADDITION  
The Inspector coming to your house is also a seasoned Energy Auditor and Environmental Inspector.  He can 

address other concerns like: Infrared camera pictures, energy reducing audits that we guarantee will lower your 

next month’s utility bill, radon, mold, water leak detection and “SICK HOUSE” Forensic Inspections.  

 

 
 American Society of Home Inspectors Member 

www.houseprofessor.com 
 rgiltz@houseprofessor.com  586-739-1909 

HERS Energy Rater, LEED AP, Mechanical Engineer, 
Physicist 

 

 



A REALTOR’S/BUYER’S GUIDE TO:  

CHOOSING A HOME INSPECTOR HOUSE 

 PROFESSOR   

 Yes     No    Yes   No      Yes   No 

KEY QUESTIONS: 

1.  Is the Inspector coming to your house a properly trained professional? 

The State of Michigan does not license home inspectors.  Therefore, anyone can make up business cards and 

call themselves a “home inspector”!  It’s hard to believe, but many firms don’t use experienced individuals 

with a proper background and training.  Richard Giltz, Owner of HOUSEPROFESSOR, has conducted over 

15,000 various inspections since 1981.  He has been a Building Maintenance Engineer for commercial 

property, a Property Manager, an Energy Consultant and a Real Estate Agent.  He has a Bachelor of Science 

Degree in Physics and Mechanical Engineering and holds a builder’s license. 

2.  Are inspections performed by a certified member of the American Society of Home 

Inspectors® (ASHI)? 

A.S.H.I. membership is based on testing, education and adherence to a standard of practice with performing an 

inspection.  Ask if the inspector coming to your house is a certified member of A.S.H.I.  There are less than 

100 certified members in the State of Michigan!  Richard Giltz is a certified A.S.H.I. member! 

3.  Will the Inspector go on the roof and into the crawlspace? 
Some refuse to go onto the roof and simply use binoculars.  Some inspectors will not go into crawlspaces. No 

roof can be accurately evaluated from the ground and a full crawlspace inspection is vital. 

HOUSEPROFESSOR will go onto the roof and into the crawlspace, unless unsafe or un-accessible. 

4.  Is the inspector a good communicator, not an alarmist? 
The ability for the inspector to communicate information both verbally and in report form is crucial. 

HOUSEPROFESSOR is not an alarmist, we deliver the information in a calm, clear and understandable 

fashion. 

5.  Will the inspector give me cost estimates for repairs? 
Many inspectors shy away or refuse to give repair costs, but isn’t that vital information at this crucial time? 

HOUSEPROFESSOR will give you approximate do it yourself and contractor costs for repairs greater than 

$1,000. 

6.  Will the inspector summarize, in writing at the end of the inspection, the repair 

priorities and evaluate/compare the home against similar aged homes? 
Many inspectors will not commit in writing at the end of the inspection the repair priorities, nor will they 

evaluate the home against similar aged homes.  This is truly the information a buyer is seeking when hiring an 

inspector, and is exactly what HOUSEPROFESSOR provides! 

7.  Will the detailed report be in a simple format that I can quickly and easily refer to? 
Some companies give 300 page report books and/or a generic maintenance video tape.  These report formats 

can be technical, confusing and deliver “canned” information that does not pertain to your home or repair 

needs.  HOUSEPROFESSOR produces the short on the spot information described in #5 and #6 and then 

follows up with an emailed report that has a simple format; the discovered repair/replacement need is 

described, followed by the most likely solution.   

8.  Will the cost of the inspection be reasonable? 
A professional inspection will vary from $230 to $495 for most homes, so shop around but DO NOT 

compromise quality.  HOUSEPROFESSOR Inspections are fairly priced, ranging from $240 to $395 for most 

homes.  Call us for an exact quote. 

9.  Will the inspection company take on some real liability for missing something they 

should not have?  Must I sign a limit of liability clause and what is the limit? 
Ask these questions and demand clear answers!  Almost all inspection companies take on no liability or only 

up to the price of the inspection.  This is grossly inadequate and all involved deserve better!  This is why 

HOUSEPROFESSOR extends $5,000 of liability on each inspection it performs. 
 

Contact HOUSEPROFESSOR for any further questions or would like to 

book that Home Inspection - (586) 739-1909 

 



_______ PEER COMPARISON SUMMARY of _______________________ 

 
EXTERIOR  --------→ +  A  -        +  B  -        +  C  -       +  D  -        E -----------------→  
 
ELECTRICAL  +  A  -        +  B  -        +  C  -       +  D  -        E   
 
STRUCTURE +  A  -        +  B  -        +  C  -       +  D  -        E 
 
BASEMENT 
CRAWL/SLAB +  A  -        +  B  -        +  C  -       +  D  -        E 
 
PLUMBING +  A  -        +  B  -        +  C  -       +  D  -        E 
 
HEATING/AIR 
CONDITIONING +  A  -        +  B  -        +  C  -       +  D  -        E 
 
INTERIOR  +  A  -        +  B  -        +  C  -       +  D  -        E   

 
MAIN POINTS OF CONCERN *see below 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

MAJOR  /  MINOR--------→ REPAIR  /  COSMETIC  

MAJOR  /  MINOR  REPAIR 
 
MAJOR  /  MINOR  COMPLEX  /  SIMPLE 
 
 
SEEPAGE  /  MOISTURE REPAIR  /  MAINTENANCE 
 
MAJOR  /  MINOR  REPAIR  /  MAINTENANCE 
 
 
MAJOR  /  MINOR  REPAIR  /  MAINTENANCE / AGED EQUIP. 
 
MAJOR  /  MINOR  REPAIR  /  COSMETIC 

 
QUALITIES OF THE HOUSE 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

*We recommend correcting and/or following up on these concerns immediately after this Home Inspection. 
The HOUSEPROFESSOR 

586-739-1909 

How does the Professor 
grade your home? 



Walk Thru Check list 
 

PRE-SETTLEMENT WALK-THRU GUIDE & CHECK LIST 

Date: ____________________Time:_____________Performed By:___________________________________Witness:______________________________________ 

The Inspecting Company will not entertain any claims or complaints, which would have been discovered during this “Walk-

Thru”, from those who fail to perform this vital inspection.  This inspection will take less than 30 minutes to complete. 

A pre-settlement survey is most advisable when purchasing a home because many things can change between the time you have your 

professional home inspection and the time of your “closing” and/or “possession”.  Example: 

1. A disgruntled tenant or owner may deliberately damage the property. 

2. Weather damages may occur. Weather changes may occur which produce signs of a problem, where no evidence suggested it 

before. 

3. Mechanical systems may fail. 

4. Items or appliances you thought were conveyed with the house no longer exist or are exchanged for different ones. 

5. Vandalism is prone with vacant property. 

6. Move-out damage can occur. 

Take this opportunity to operate those things which were practical prohibitions during the professional home inspection. Example: 

1. Air conditioners or heat pumps not previously operated due to temperature. 

2. Those items found defective during the professional inspection that the seller agreed to repair. 

3. Those areas inaccessible due to furniture, stored items or other reasons during the professional inspection. (Floor under rugs; 

attics without access hatches, blocked access hatches or no safe flooring; crawlspaces without access holes or not accessed 

previously due to high moisture levels, etc…Read the “Restrictions during the inspection” and the “Disclaimed Items” 

sections of your professional inspection report.  You will then know which areas to concentrate your efforts). 

4. Roofing, yard areas, sidewalks, drives, etc….previously covered with snow, ice or leaves. 

5. Swimming pool and related equipment not previously checked due to temperature. 

If you have any non-comprehension about the need of this inspection or how to perform it, ask your inspector.  Never tamper 

with things you do not understand! If you would like this Inspection Company to perform this “Walk-Thru” for you, we can 

do so for $125.00. 

Operational:  Using homeowner controls, does this equipment/system operate or appear functional? 

Abnormal: Using all of your senses, is anything different from when your professional inspector inspected the system; any 

unusual noises, smells, visual distortions/damage, warmer of cooler than normal? 

*Notes:  First, go to Plumbing #1 to turn all water on during this “Walk-Thru”. 

Exterior:        Operational?  Abnormal? Notes 

1. Roofing/flashing damaged: visual check from the ground for blown- 

off or unsecured shingles/flashing.     ___________  __________ 

2. Gutter and downspout system unsecured/damaged: visual  

 check from the ground for damaged or missing parts.   ___________  __________ 

3. Deck/porch/rail rot, unsecured or damaged:  if these areas were 

  previously snow/leaf covered then give a visual check.  ___________  __________ 

4. Sidewalks/stoops, drives, etc….Same as above.   ___________  __________ 

5. Garage door operation/opener/remotes:  Does door operate?  ___________  __________ 

Electrical: 

1. Lights working?  Try out light switches while passing by them. ___________  __________ 

Basement/Crawlspace: 
1. Water entry signs:  Look around the inside perimeter for water/ 

  dampness.       ___________  __________ 

2. Sump pump operation:  If the pump is activated by a float 

  switch then lift up the float, the pump should come on.  ___________  __________

586-739-1909   

 

        Operational?  Abnormal? Notes 

Plumbing: 

1. Turn on all water faucets: perform all other Check List items 

  on this “Walk-Thru Guide”, then look under sinks and check 

   drain pipes in the basement/garage for leaks?  Also, check 

   open floor drains for any water back-up!   _____________  ___________ 

2. Does water come out of faucets adequately?   _____________  ___________ 

3. Drainage slow/stopped:  Does water flow down sink/tub drains? _____________  ___________ 

Heating and Cooling: 

1. Furnace/boiler operating? Turn up the thermostat.  _____________  ___________ 

a. Hot air coming out of the registers? Baseboards getting warm? _____________  ___________ 

b. Strange sounds coming from furnace/boiler?   _____________  ___________ 

2. AC compressor/temp ok? If outside temp. has been above 55F 

    for the last 24 hrs. then turn on the AC at the thermostat. 

a. Is cool air coming out of registers?    _____________  ___________ 

b. Is the compressor outside noisy or sections covered with ice? _____________  ___________ 

3. Electronic air cleaners:  Some of these units have test buttons. 

   Push the test button when the furnace blower is running. Do  

    you hear a “snap” noise?  You should.   _____________  ____________ 

Interior: 

1. Wall/ceiling stains/damages:  Look for roof leak stains 

   while walking through rooms.    ______________  _____________ 

2. Leakage signs under kitchen/baths:  Look for stains on 

   the ceilings below these rooms.    ______________  _____________ 

3. Flooring and carpet damaged/stained:  Damage/stains 

  you have not seen before?     ______________  _____________ 

Readings:  (If needed for transfer of ownership) 

1. Gas meter.       _____________  _____________ 

2. Water meter.       _____________  _____________ 

3. Electric meter.      _____________  _____________ 

4. Oil tank.       _____________  _____________ 

Summary of Abnormal Concerns: 

1. Follow-up with your realtor/attorney to discuss abnormal concerns. 

2. Follow-up with trade professionals to troubleshoot/inspect any abnormal concerns. 

Follow-up Notes: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Smashed heat transfer fins air conditioner  Settled steps creates high step rising 



Brick Siding separating from structure  

Exterior view Interior view 



Persistent pest entry No flashing where shingles meet siding 



Vulnerable copper gas tubing going 
thru fireplace cleanout chute to gas 

logs  

Unapproved flex pipe routed through floor 



Unprotected Knob and Tube wiring 
connections  not inside of a junction box 

Excessive cuts in floor joists 





Leak Detection 



Water intrusion inside of this wall cavity could only be discovered with the 
IR camera 

• Cold / damaged 
insulation inside this 
brick wall 



Water leakage progressively getting worse during a Flood test    



Water leak under basement carpet 



Environmental Inspections 



Asbestos 

Vermiculite insulation with asbestos Friable asbestos around duct 



Mold growth due to pool equipment leaking 



Energy Audit 





Minneapolis Blower Door 





No ceiling insulation between ceiling joists 



Un-weather stripped whole house fan unit allows cold air infiltration 



Un-insulated and un-weather stripped attic hatch allows attic heat gain into 
the living quarters on a hot day. This will over work your AC unit!  



Settled wall cavity insulation causing a heat loss 



Missing or fallen wall insulation 



Pulled away insulation at cathedral wall 



Poorly insulated wall cavity 



Cold air infiltrating into a 1st floor lower wall due to an unsealed rim joist 
below it in the basement 



Vertical gap in rim joist installation allows heat gain in summer 



Improperly installed rim joist insulation causing conduction heat loss 



No insulation around water pipes above the hot water tank will allow 
constant heat to be drawn out of the tank. This will cause more burner on 

time and thus , higher energy costs. 



Heat loss due to poorly insulated recessed light fixtures 



Heat loss and cold air infiltration at electrical wall outlet 



Excessive heat (105  ̊F) emanating  from a defective breaker 



Excessive glass within an entry door causes heat loss 



Cold air infiltration at entry door sweep & crawl space access  



Ghosting 



Ghosting 

 
Dark vertical shadow-like lines on walls & ceilings and at the perimeter of carpet 

along outside walls.  This condition is caused by two, three or more of the following: 

inadequate or missing insulation at these locations, inadequate or missing exterior 

caulk that allows excessive air infiltration to these areas,  too high of humidity in the 

air produces interior condensation at these colder than typical areas,  candle soot 

production, the wrong size/missing/dirty air filter and the lack of sufficient combustion 

air needed for a fireplace/gas furnace/gas hot water/gas dryer. This last condition puts 

the home into a negative pressure condition which can bring unsafe exhaust products 

into the living quarters.  With that comes “combustion-by-products”, “soot”, that will 

deposit on these areas. When “ghosting” is observed, action should be quickly taken to 

assure occupancy safety.   

Corrective Action: A detailed forensic inspection of the property by a qualified 

inspector – this inspection would include Infrared camera inspection, air infiltration 

diagnostics via a “Blower Door”, detailed safety testing of the furnace/-

dryer/fireplace/hot water tank, the potential need to install an air equalization unit. 





Ghosting 



The HouseProfessor fleet 








